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Abstract. Novel bipodal, tripodalpiperidin-4-ones and their corresponding piperidin-4ols were subjected to dielectric analysis, which signi es drug delivery. The studies reveal
that these compounds can exhibit better drug release in association with polymer.
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1. Introduction
Advances in organic chemistry are usually measured by
the availability of simple, highly functionalized building
blocks that can be used in the synthesis of larger
molecules with diverse properties and applications [1].
The synthesis of N -substituted-4-piperidones has been
a subject of continuing interest, due to its importance
as a synthetic building block in medicinal chemistry,
which expands its scope as a synthetic intermediate
enroute to a considerable number of pharmacological
agents [2,3]. Many CNS agents, such as antidepressants, anxiolytics and antipsychotics, possess 4piperidone pharmacophore [4,5]. The piperidine ring
is a ubiquitous structural feature of many natural
alkaloids and drug candidates, where piperidones serves
as advanced intermediates prior to their conversion
to piperidines. In continuation of our interest in 4peiperidone moieties [6-11], we recently reported the
synthesis of bipodal and tripodalpiperidin-4-ones (15) and their corresponding piperidin-4-ols in the literature [12], which involves direct alkylation/acylation
of the respective benzyl and benzoyl halides with 4*. Corresponding author. Tel: +914162202332
E-mail address: kvpsvijayakumar@gmail.com (V.
Vijayakumar)

piperidone under mild basic conditions. In continuation of our earlier work, herein, we report the
dielectric analysis of those compounds which signi es
drug delivery [13].

2. Experimental
2.1. Chemistry

The bipodal and tripodalpiperidin-4-ones 1-5 were
synthesised according to Scheme 1 using the method
available in literature [12].

2.2. Dielectric analysis

The dielectric response of a sample is measured in
a capacitance cell, conventionally consisting of two
electrodes of parallel plate geometry, of plate area
A and spacing d. The oscillating eld is applied
to the sample over a wide range of frequency and
the capacitance (C ) is monitored. The real part of
susceptibility is related to the observed parameter, by
Eq. (1):
C (!) = A"0 =d[0 (!) + "(1)] = "0 "0r A=d;

(1)

where "0 is the permittivity of free space (8:854 
10 12 F m 1 ), and "0 is the real part of the relative
permittivity of the sample. The relative permittivity
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of N -substituted bipodal, tripodal piperidin-4-ones 1-5.
is de ned as the permittivity of the sample divided by
that of free space ("0 ).

3. Results and discussion
Dielectric spectroscopy is an analytical technique which
involves the application of an oscillating electric eld
to a sample and the measurement of the corresponding
response over a range of frequencies, from which,
information on sample structure and behavior may be
extrapolated [14-17]. This method has recently been
applied to a number of pharmaceutical systems [1820]. Recently, dielectric analysis shows considerably
promising results in the absorption of drugs onto
polymeric pharmaceutical carriers, both ionized and
non-ionized [21,22]. In general, to obtain controlled
release, the polymer material interaction between itself should be higher, thereby, reducing interaction
of the surrounding matter. So, in pharmaceutical
preparations, polymers are used as a drug delivery
system. By obtaining the relation between log frequency vs dielectric constant, it was proved that the
nanocomposite (core-shell) can function better as a
drug delivery system than the polymer [22]. Here the
dielectric constant decreases with increasing frequency
for the polymer, whereas the dielectric constant almost
remains the same in the case of nanocomposites.
Figures 1-3 show the variation in dielectric constant for our samples, with respect to the various
frequencies, in the range of 1-3000 kHz at 300 K,

Figure 1. Log frequency vs dielectric constant for 1.

Figure 2. Log frequency vs dielectric constant for 2.
using a Hioki 3532-50 LCR meter. The dielectric
constant of 1-5 is almost constant, even after the
change in frequency. Particularly, amide compounds
(3-5) exhibit more consistent dielectric constants at
di erent frequencies than the amine compounds (12). So, it is clearly comparable with the results of
the nanocomposite discussed earlier, which can show
better drug release in association with polymer.
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Figure 3. Log frequency vs dielectric constant for 3-5.
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4. Conclusion
Novel bipodal, tripodalpiperidin-4-ones and their corresponding piperidin-4-ols were subjected to dielectric
analysis, which shows coruscating results. Thus, these
compounds can exhibit better drug release in association with polymer.
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